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Ddutc but strongly interacting colloidal systems are invcstigatcd using a highly asymmstric primitirc model clrc~rolytc.
An analytic cxprcsslon for an ciiectire pair potcntill which is dcpcndent on the colloidrd partick dunsity is obtincd
Solutions in the h)psrncttcd chti approximation to the asymmetric electrolyte and to the effectire one-component
model arc
compwcd.

tcntial (or equivalently
the charge) on the colloidal
particles and the screening length of the dispersion.

1. Introduction
According

to rhc classicrd

theo~’

of the stnbrlity

of

colloidal systems [I], the electrostatic
interaction
between charged colloidal particles is screened by th2

presence of countenons

and added electrolyte.

That

is, the colloidal system is assumed to be in osmotic
equilibrium with a reservoir of ions of known fL.2d
concentration
and the strength of the screening is detsrmined by the usual Debye screening length of this
reservoir. Howevzr, in many instances, the natur2 of
this reservoir is not immediately
apparent due either
to the high volume fraction of colloidal particles in
the dispersion or lowadded electrolyte concrntraticn.
For such cases every part of the solv2nt is under ths
electrical influence of the colloidal particlzs and nowhere in the suspension would the equilibrium concentration b2 present. A familiar esample is that of a
dilute dispersion ofchargcd
polyswrenr
particles at
low ionic strengths where escess electrolytes
have
been removed by ion eschange resins. This system
has been studied extensively
by conventional
and dynamic light scattering [2]. The expsrimental
results
have been interpreted
using hlonte Carlo [3] and
brownian dynamics [3] simulations m which the colloidal particles are assumed to intsract via a linear
Debye-Hikkel
(screened Coulomb) pair potential.
This pair potential is characterised
by the surface po474

Borh of these

panmsrers

were difficult

to determine

experimentally
[S]. Although the composition
(and
hence the screening length) of the reservoir that is in
equilibrium with the dispersion can, in principle, be
determined
by dialysis, its properties will in general
be a function of the concentration
of colloidal particles in the system [6,7] _In the simulation studies,
values for the surface potential and screening length
were chosen to give agreement with experiment
and
tires2 were taken to be independent
of particle number concentration.
In this communication
w2 model a strongly interacting colloidal system by a highly asymmztric primitive mod21 electrolyte
in which the ions and colloidal
particles are given equal emphasis. For example, in
treating the polystyrene
dispersion referred to abovr
131, we may, if we neglect the presence of excess
elecuolytes.

regard

the colloidal

particles

and their

associated counter-ions as a 1: 2 electrolyte in which
lZ( ;= IO’. iin approximate analytic expression is derived for the eff2ctivr pair potential between coUoidal
particles with or without added electrolyte.
It is the
appropriate
effective pair potential to employ if the
colloidal particles are to be regarded as an effective
one-component
system. This potential contains manybody eff2cts in that it is a function of the concentra0 009-1614/83,/0000-0000/S
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tion of colloidal parocles. The predictrons of this effective pair potential are compared WI& the solution
of the (1 : Z) + (1 . 1) electrolyte m the h~lpernetted
chain appro.ximation.

2. The model and the effective pair potential
We model the colloidal system as a highly asymmetric electrolyte comprised ofions of number dennty pi, valence Z,- (I = O,l, & .) obeying the etectroneutrality condition QJ,Z; = 0. The subscrIpt i= 0
refers to the colloidal part& and I = I,?,. refer to
small Ions - counter-ions and added eIectroIyte. The
interaction between all charged specres IS taken to be
of Ihe form
Uj,(‘) =-

1

5

Norcmbcr 1983

(44

r>dti.
h,,(r)= -I,

Ad,,

WI

.

Thrs appro.~mation has proved successful for systems
involvmg coulomblc interactzons [S].
We now derive the efiectlve pair potentA between
colloidal particles for the srtuation in which only collordat parttcles and counte~ons are present (excess
eIectrolyte being removed by ton-exchange resins and
the effects due to the dlssoclation of water being neglected).Tluscase isequlralent toaZt : ZOelectrolyte.
From (7) we can write
(3

r<d,f,
~~~=~~,tp,~~,~t0f(?-Pt~tt)

= Z,Z,e2/w,

r> di, ,

(1)

where t,l<,= (d, -bd,)]? and d, is the rank diameter
The solvent is sm~ply characterised as a dielectrrc continuum ofdielectnc constant E. In choosmg parameters
for the model we use values that are appropriate to
rhose in the study of Brown et al. [2]. Since the colloidal particles are small, do * 500 A, and the disprrsion is dhte, van der Waals interactions between the
colloidal particles are neghgible.
The structure of the system can be described by
the pair drstnbution functions~~,(~) = I + &,($ The
total correlation functions h,, obey the OrnstemZernike equations

(6)

ISthe cffecrn~ecoliord-coIlold dlrrct correlatton functton. If we now approximate the ion-ion and eoncolloid

direct correlation

functtons

by therr

asymp-

totic forms f9]
C,,(r) = -flz;&+r,

O<l-<m,

(7)

C&j

O<r<m,

(8)

= 6&(r) = -pZ,Z&kr,

and put
Coo(f) = C&(r) - PZ$Gler,

O<r<m,

(91

we find from (6) that

or
i,j=O,I

,-,.7

,

(3

where the Fourier transform

O<r<=,

are defmed by

01)

wrth
&> = /d r eup(-ik.

r&(r)

and the coUojd~o~oid
S,,(k) = 1+ poZ&)

IP = (4r&,Zf/G)‘~~

structure factor is

.

(3)

The hypemetted chain appromatron
IS defmed by
suppI~men~g (2) with the conditions (0 = IjkBT)

_

03

Eq. (11) su=ests the de~mtion of an effecttw collold-colloid pair potential of the form
UctT(r)= (Z&‘/w) exp(-Pr)

.

(13)

Note that UefT(r)has the form of a screened CouIomb
potential and only the counter.ions contnbute to the
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paramerer @. Houevcr, because of rhe

eiectroneutr~lty condition p&o * pt.Zt = 0, I@ IS
a lunctlon of colloid number density. Indeed, for
IqjlZt I p 1 Jb“T is much smaller than the Debp paramcier oftheZ . Z clectrolyteg~ven bytr? =(4@/~)
4 o
X @oZi + PtZi)In the presence of added &xtrolyte (iomc species
I = 3,3, _.)the effective coIlold-colloid pan potential
1ss~dl @yen by (13) except heif is now

c

heIT= 37$ek1

^

f

I

L

zi
G5

I I

112

0

10

screenmg ISdete~ned solely by rhe added electrolyte
concentratxon as expected from the classical theory.

3. Numerical results
As an example of our numerical c3lcularions, we
choose parameters that are representauve of the systerns of deiomzed polystyrene particles mennoned
earher [2]. The following input data were chosen:
T=7-98li,~=78.4,do=500~,d,=4A,~,=l,
Z. = -120(1.e.a 1: Z,, electrolyte),po = 8.46X 1012
cmW3which is the highest density considered in the
espenment 121 and corresponds to a coiloid volume
IO-“.Inpresentingour
fraction 9= 4 np&=5,54X
results we scaled all lengths to the so-called ion sphere
radms rs for the colloidal particles which is defined by

2,=-l

NO SALT

20

30

1

LO

r/ rs

1=1

ber density because of the electroneutrality condihan
QI,Z, = 0. However, in the tiute limit p. + 0, the

20’ -120

L--L-z2

c p,z;I

where the sumrnanon IS taken ovtx all ions - countenons and added eiecrrolyrz. The scre~~g parameter&ken by(I4)isstiI
a fW~Cnonoftheco~oidnum-

I

Rg. 1 The r&d diswbutlon iunctions for a 1 120 elWmlY re:
mn-ton,grI;col(ord-ron,gor;collold-collord,g~.~econzaccvatue ofgot ISgwen in thr diagram and pg = 8 36 X IO’*
cm-j.

mte~ation points {12,13j was aiso used and it gave
the same results as that using a umform set of grid
points.
In fig. 1 are shown the various radial dtstnbution
functions for a 1: 120 “rkctroiyte”. We note the significant correlation between the colloidal particles
(go& at a separationof %1.6r, 9 do (the particle
&ameter) which is a result of strong coulombicrepelSlon. Osculations in the ion-CoIloid dktnbution function (got) are a result of the correlations ingoD. The
classical double layer theory (Poisson BoWmann or
Debye-Huckel) with an infiite electrolyte reservoir
would have predicted goI
to be a monotonic decaying funcIion of r. The shoulder at r/rs * 0.2 in the
ion-ion corr&ation function (gll) reflects the high

;“pg’:=l,
and elves, for p. = 8.46 X 10’2 cmV3, r,= 3040 A.
Eqs. (2) and (4) were solved by the usual iterative
scheme using fast Fourier transform mtthodsflO,ll].
Previous~vor~ on h&y asymmetric electrolytes which
are also based on the same equations have considered
charge asymmetries of 6 : 1 and a size ratlo of 2 : 1 between oppositely charged species [IO]. For tons wtt.h
the same size, charge a~~etrles
of up to 20 : I have
been sru&ed [ Ill. In the present work, truncations of
the integrals in real space at r ==34r, and a uniform
step size dr = 8.S X 10-%s was sufficient to give an
estimated error <I% A ~oga~t~c disfnbu~on of
476
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Fag.2. The radial distnbutron functions concspandiug to
fig. 1 for a 1: 120ekctrolyte with lO+ M I : 1 efec&olyte
present.
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FIN 3. The collold-collold structure factor correspondmg
to the results m figs. 1 and 1 1 120 electrolyte -,
1: 120

i-g 4. The c&old-cullold pzr potcnual U’(r) 2s obwsd
from ihe results oi ligs. 1 and 2 using eq. (15). 1.120ekctro-

+ IO+

lyre --;

hf 1 : 1 electrolyte

- - -_

1 120+ 10-s

M 1:

1clectrolytc - --. r = iJz;c2/e

accumulation
of counterions
in thevlcmityof a cc&

TheresultsforU.(r) areshownin fig.4. The effective

loidal particle.

pnr potenual Uen(r) (13) agrees with U*(r) to better
than 3%. However, when we us2 C@(r) to calculate
Soo(k) (assummg w2 are dealing with a one-component
system) III the hypemetted chain approximation, the
result IS practically identtcal to the corresponding result from the 1: Z. electrolyte. For instance, the
height and positton of the main peak in S&c) are in
agreement to better than 1% This good agreement

The screening effects due to the addition of 1Om5hi
1 : 1 electrolyte (ionic diameter 4 = 4 A, i = 3.4) can
be seen in fig. 2.7Ie correlations seen in fig. 1 are
diminished as one would expect intuitively.
The colloid-collotd structure factor (see eq. (3))
correspondmg to the results in figs. 1 and 2 are shown
in fig. 3. It was found that the position of the mam
peak in S,,(k) occurs at kr, = 4.4, close to that found
in the experiments [L]. It should be noted that the
non-hneu effects Included m the hypemetted chain
approslmatlon arevery important. Indeed, the (linear)
mean spherical approximauon [ 141 (I.e. with the rhs
of eq. (4a) replaced by -flu,,) predicrs the main peak
m S,,,,(k) to occur at kr, ==18.
Given the colloid-colloid radial distribution funcUOIISshown III iigs. 1and 2, one can ask the followng
questton: If the colloidal particles were regarded as a

owcomponent system, what pau potential U*(r)
between the colloidal particles would give the same
ra&al distribution function? We have found U*(r) by
inverting g&r)
in figs. 1 and 2 using a one-czmponent
hypemetted cham equatton. That is, given kO&) w2
solved the following equations for U*(r):

&,(k)

= p(k)

hoo(f)=--l,

r>dg

+ p,-$*(k)&,(k),

.

+ h&r)

the validq

and utirty

of the effective

out that the colloid-collold radial distribution functlon can be fitted quite well by a OCP provided the
of Zocp ISsuttably chosen. In general, Zocp IS
an adJustable parameter which ISa function of Z. and
tie :dded c!act:olyte concentration. While It may bc
interestmg to be able to obtain a good fit to the colloid-collold radial distnbution function using a OCP,
there is no guarantee that the dynamical behavlour
wrll be equally well represented by a OCP.
value

r-q),

C’(r) = -flU*(f)

demonstrates

pair potential Ue*Tcr) Moreover, It contams no adjustable parameters. We note that U’(r) given by (15)
IS only defined to be the effective pau potentA that
would generate the collotd-collold radial distribution
(in the hypernetted chain approximation). If the triplet
colloid dlstrlbutlon function wasav;ulable, one should
m principle be able to deduce an effective trlplet potential !%hlch,in general, will llof be simply a sum of
pair potentials obclinrd hcrem.
The one-component plasma (OCP) - colloidal partxles carrying a charge (Zocpe) in a ufufontz neutrahzing background - had been used as a model for
strongly interacting colloidal systems [ 151.It turns

- In [ 1 + II&r)],

(15)
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4. Conclusion
By treating 2 strongly
interacting collotdal system
as a htghly asymmetric electrolyte in which both the
Ions and colloidal particles are placed on an equal
footing, we have derwsd an appropriate effxtlbe pau
potential, WIT(r) (13). between the colloidal parttcles.
The collotdal part&s may then be regarded as an
riiectivc one-component system. The long-ranged
[-‘l//&“‘-rci. (12) and (I 4)j nature of the effectwe
pair potential
had been obw-vsd in related problems
[ 16,17].TheanaIyt~ result for UeT(,)providesaconslderable stmphficatlon of a comphcated multtcomponent problem and should be a useful starting point for
sunulatlon studies on such systems. However, this effectw pair potenttal contains many-body eifects m
that it Isa functton of the number density ofcollotdal
particles In th2 system. As a result, the point of th2
onset of the disorder-to-order tranvtion predicted by
thts denstty&pendenr effecttve pair potential would
be at a I&er density than that predtcted by a densltp-urdepetzdetrr
pair potential [3,18].
In a forthcommg paper we shall compare the predlctions from our model wth some experimental results.
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